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Humans have a sophisticated ability to learn from others, termed social
learning, which has allowed us to spread over the planet, construct complex
societies, and travel to the moon. It has been hypothesized that social learning has played a pivotal role in making human societies cooperative, by
favouring cooperation even when it is not favoured by genetical selection.
However, this hypothesis lacks direct experimental testing, and the opposite
prediction has also been made, that social learning disfavours cooperation.
We experimentally tested how different aspects of social learning affect
the level of cooperation in public-goods games. We found that: (i) social
information never increased cooperation and usually led to decreased
cooperation; (ii) cooperation was lowest when individuals could observe
how successful individuals behaved; and (iii) cooperation declined because
individuals preferred to copy successful individuals, who cooperated less,
rather than copy common behaviours. Overall, these results suggest that
individuals use social information to try and improve their own success,
and that this can lead to lower levels of cooperation.
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1. Introduction
‘Consider the luxurious dress, hair and behaviour of leaders and people. See how you
have wanted to copy the pagan [Viking] way of cutting hair and beards. Are not these
the people whose terror threatens us, yet you want to copy their hair?
—Alcuin of York, 793 AD [1, p. 19]

The social transmission of behavioural traits (cultural evolution) has been hypothesized as an explanation for the high level of cooperation in human societies
[2–12]. The problem of cooperation is to explain why individuals would help
others when this could reduce the relative fitness of the cooperator. Models of
genetical evolution have shown that cooperation can be selected if it increases
the inclusive fitness of the cooperator in the long term, such as when there is reciprocal helping between individuals or if cooperation is directed towards relatives
that share cooperative genes [13,14]. However, human cooperation arguably
occurs in large groups of unrelated individuals, where these explanations of
cooperation might not apply [15,16]. Cultural evolution provides a potential
explanation, because if cooperative behaviours are learned socially from others
(social learning), then cooperation can spread within groups, and cooperative
groups can outcompete relatively uncooperative groups [3–10,16].
The extent to which cultural evolution favours higher levels of cooperation is
controversial [17–30]. First, theory suggests that the outcome of cultural evolution
depends critically upon the mechanisms by which individuals obtain and use
social information. Cultural evolution can either favour or disfavour cooperation
depending on whether individuals copy common behaviours, successful groups,
or successful individuals [5,6,10–12,17,19,24,31,32]. Second, from an empirical
perspective, it is unclear how humans obtain social information about the
extent to which others cooperate, and how they respond to such information.
There is only limited experimental evidence that these potential learning mechanisms apply to costly social behaviours, work in the predicted ways, and/or lead to
different levels of cooperation between groups over time [33–36].
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Figure 1. Our experimental design. Shown are the sources of information that players received in each treatment. All players received the same sources of information within each treatment. Treatments 1 and 2 were controls for responses to own payoffs (Personal, n ¼ 4 ! 12) or the decisions of groupmates (Own-group,
n ¼ 4 ! 12). In treatments 3 – 6 we controlled for within-group effects by only providing social information about behaviour in another group (Other-group,
n ¼ 4 ! 12) or other groups (Group-means, Group-leaders, Overall-leaders, n ¼ 4 ! 12 in each). In each of treatments 3 – 6, 24 of the 48 participants also
received information about the concurrent payoffs for the behaviours they observed. Individuals in treatment 3 were observing the individuals in treatment 2.
Individuals in treatments 4– 6 were observing individuals/groups in treatments 1 – 3.
We experimentally tested how different social learning
mechanisms influence cooperation in humans. Our general
method was to experimentally vary the sources of social information available to individuals, and to test whether this led
to changes in their level of cooperation over time. We used
a repeated public-goods game, with constant groups, where
individuals could choose to pay a cost to benefit everyone
else in their group. This game resembles many natural situations, where cooperation provides a benefit to the group,
but there is an individual incentive to not cooperate. In
addition, previous studies have found geographical variation
in how people play the game, which could potentially fuel
cultural evolution [15,22,37,38].
A problem with investigating social learning in the publicgoods game is that the typical experimental design would
confound social learning with other factors. Individuals are
often told how much they earn (personal payoff), and the behaviour of their groupmates. The first problem here is that
individuals might be altering their own level of cooperation
to influence the behaviour of their group-mates [16,34,39–42].
The second problem is that individuals could use their earnings
to learn about the behaviour of their groupmates, of if they
are uncertain, about how best to play the game [43–45].
We separated social learning from these confounding
factors by only providing individuals with information about
behaviours within other groups, groups that had no payoff
consequences for the individual concerned (figure 1). Specifically, we gave feedback after each round on either: (i) the

individual behaviour of all four individuals in another group
(‘Other-group’ treatment); (ii) the average behaviour in each of
three other groups (‘Group-means’); (iii) the behaviour of the
most successful individual within each of these same three
other groups (‘Group-leaders’); or (iv) the behaviour of
the three most successful individuals overall from these same
three groups, regardless of which particular group they
came from (‘Overall-leaders’) [46]. To investigate how social
learning was influenced by knowledge of financial gains,
we also provided half of the players in each treatment with information about the corresponding earnings for these behaviours.
In all of these treatments, the social information was only
ever transmitted between groups in one direction, and so there
was no way that individuals could influence the behaviour of
their group-mates nor the individuals their group-mates
observed [13,47–49].
An advantage of our treatments is that they allow us to
investigate different mechanisms of social learning one at a
time. For example, when individuals observe the behaviour
of the most successful individuals (Overall-leaders treatment)
they could potentially copy the highest earning individual,
but they lack information on what was the most common
behaviour. Likewise, when they observe the average behaviour across groups (Group-means treatment) they could
potentially copy common behaviours (conformity bias), but
they lack information on the success of different individuals.
If individuals copy successful behaviours [10,36], then,
depending on treatment, our participants could select to
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Figure 2. (a – f ) Social learning and mean cooperation. Shown is the mean level of cooperation (0 – 20 MU) per round of the game for each treatment outlined in
figure 1. Within each plot, the black circles show the effect of providing more information than in the grey circles and lines. Empty circles refer to when we provided
no information (a). Solid lines refer to within-group effects (b). Dashed lines refer to social learning treatments (c – f ). Error bars show 95% confidence intervals. In
all but one treatment, social learning leads to a significant decline in the level of cooperation. The exception is when we showed individuals the mean cooperation,
along with the concurrent payoffs, in three other groups, in which case cooperation remained relatively constant (d, Group-means þ their payoffs).
copy behaviours on the basis of within-group success
(Group-leaders), among-group success (Group-means with
payoffs), or overall success, i.e. a function of both withinand among-group success (Overall-leaders) [46].
Finally, to enable a comparison between the effects of social
learning, personal-learning and the within group-effects that
we discussed above, our final two treatments were controls,
where we only gave individuals information about their own
group [18,50]. In one treatment we only gave them information
about their own payoffs, to allow learning from changes in
personal success (‘Personal’ treatment), and in the other treatment we gave them information about both their own
payoffs, and the behaviour of other individuals in their
group, as is typically done in the public-goods game literature
(‘Own-group’ treatment; figure 1).

2. Material and methods
We conducted 12 sessions each with 24 participants (n ¼ 288) in
six groups of four, one group for each treatment (Personal, Owngroup, Other-group, Group-means, Group-leaders, Overallleaders). We gave all players the same initial instructions, and
then first measured how their baseline level of cooperation changed over time when no information was available about either
their own success, or the behaviour of other individuals (Noinformation treatment) [51,52]. We then randomly assigned
groups of four individuals to each of our six treatments described
above (four social learning treatments and two controls), randomly assigning two players per social learning treatment to

also receive information about the concurrent payoffs for the
behaviours they observed (figures 1 and 2). This provides eight
separate tests of how social learning affects cooperation over
time (four treatments, either with/without payoff information,
figure 2c – f ). Individuals in the Other-group treatment were
observing the behaviour of individuals in the Own-group treatment. Individuals in the Group-means, Group-leaders, and
Overall-leaders treatments were observing behaviour sampled
from the Personal, Own-group, and Other-group treatments.
The treatment names are for reference only. The instructions
used ‘neutral’ language (electronic supplementary material,
Methods).
The instructions, control questions and experimental game
were conducted using Z-TREE [53] and all decisions were made
anonymously through a computer interface with partitions separating participants. We presented instructions both on screen in full
and a summary version on paper for each player to use as a reminder during the experiment. Instructions and control questions and
cost-benefit parameters were copied as directly as possible from
references [54,55] (electronic supplementary material, Methods).
Experiments were conducted at the Centre for Experimental
Social Science (CESS), Nuffield College, University of Oxford
and CESS recruited all participants using ORSEE [56].

3. Results and discussion
(a) Baseline cooperation
When we provided individuals with ‘no information’ at all,
either about their own performance, or the behaviour or success of any other individuals, we found that the level of
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(b) Social learning and cooperation

(c) Using social information
We found that information about the most successful players
strongly influenced behaviour, in ways that suggest individuals
are using social information to try and improve their personal
payoffs. First, when individuals knew they were observing
the behaviour of the highest-earners (Group-leaders and
Overall-leaders treatments combined, figure 2e,f), this led to
significantly less cooperation on average than when we

(d) Mechanisms of social learning
We explicitly tested if individuals were using social information
to copy either common or successful behaviours. We did this by
testing if our players adjusted their level of cooperation towards
behaviours that are either more common, or more successful.

4
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We found that providing social information did not increase
the level of cooperation in any of our social learning treatments
(figure 2c–f ). When we only provided information on behaviour, and not payoffs, cooperation significantly declined in all
four treatments. Specifically, cooperation declined when we
gave information about; the behaviour of individuals in
another group (Other-group, GzLMM: F1,113 ¼ 6.2, p ¼ 0.014,
b ¼ 20.16 + 0.063; figure 2c); the mean behaviour in three
other groups (Group-means, GzLMM: F1,116 ¼ 24.0, p , 0.001,
b ¼ 20.27 + 0.056; figure 2d); the behaviour of the
individuals who each had the largest payoff in three other
groups (Group-leaders, GzLMM: F1,119 ¼ 13.7, p , 0.001,
b ¼ 20.27 + 0.074; figure 2e); and the behaviour of the
three most successful individuals overall (Overall-leaders,
GzLMM: F1, 116 ¼ 8.6, p ¼ 0.004, b ¼ 20.19 + 0.066, figure 2f ).
When we also provided information on the relevant payoffs, cooperation significantly declined in three of the four
treatments (GzLMM: Other-group, F1,114 ¼ 32.5, p , 0.001,
b ¼ 20.38 + 0.067; Group-leaders, F1,120 ¼ 33.6, p , 0.001,
b ¼ 20.49 + 0.084; Overall-leaders, F1,117 ¼ 22.5, p , 0.001,
b ¼ 20.31 + 0.066). The only exception was the Groupmeans treatment, where we gave information about the mean
behaviour and earnings in three other groups (figure 2d). In
this treatment, the level of cooperation did not significantly
change over the first five periods (GzLMM: F1,90 ¼ 0.02, p ¼
0.88, b ¼ 20.01 + 0.069) although there was a significant
decline in the final round (GzLMM: F1,19 ¼ 5.3, p ¼ 0.032,
b ¼ 20.9 + 0.400).
Overall, our results suggest that in almost all cases, social
learning from other groups leads to the demise of costly
cooperation. In the final round, after five rounds of social learning, the median contribution was 0% (0 MU) for five treatments
and below 15% (3 MU) in all eight treatments (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). We suggest two potential
reasons for this pattern. First, motivated by a desire to copy
common behaviours, individuals could be using the social
information to conform with the average/typical behaviour
of other players (conformity bias) [11]. Second, individuals
could be using the social information to learn which levels of
cooperation lead to higher payoffs, and one way to do this is
to copy successful individuals ( payoff-biased transmission
and/or prestige-bias) [32]. We investigated these hypotheses
by comparing the relative rates of decline in cooperation
across our different social learning treatments.

showed samples of common behaviours (Other-group and
Group-means treatments combined, figure 2c,d) (GzLMM:
F1,160 ¼ 25.3, p , 0.001, estimated mean cooperation ¼ 9% and
27% respectively).
Second, when we provided individuals with samples of
common behaviours (Other-group and Group-means treatments), their responses differed if we also showed the
concurrent payoffs. Specifically, the information about concurrent payoffs led to individuals making responses more inline
with the income maximizing behaviour for the units (individuals or groups) being compared. Thus, when we showed
individuals how payoffs differed for individuals within
the same group (Other-group), showing that cooperation is
personally costly, cooperation arguably declined faster (GzLMM
interaction between period and whether payoffs shown:
F1,227 ¼ 5.1, p ¼ 0.025, difference in b ¼ 20.21 + 0.092, electronic supplementary material). Similarly, when we showed
individuals how payoffs differed for different groups
(Group-means), showing that members of more cooperative
groups earned more, cooperation declined slower over the
first five periods (GzLMM: F1,181 ¼ 13.4, p , 0.001, difference
in b ¼ 0.37 + 0.101).
By contrast, we found mixed support for the hypothesis
that individuals were using the social information to copy
common behaviours (conformity bias). Contradictory to this
conformity hypothesis, as discussed above, when we showed
the relevant payoff information for different behaviours,
responses differed. In the Other-group and Group-means treatments, providing payoffs provides no extra information about
the frequency of different behaviours, and so should have no
influence on individuals who are merely trying to conform.
Potentially consistent with the conformity hypothesis, we
found that providing information only about the behaviour
of others (Other-group and Group-means treatments) without
any payoff information still led to an eventual decrease in
cooperation (as reported above). However, when individuals
could only observe the behaviour, and not the corresponding payoffs, of individuals in another group (Other-group),
the decline in cooperation was not evident during the first
four to five periods (GzLMM on first four rounds: F1,65 ¼
0.01, p ¼ 0.911; on first five rounds: F1,89 ¼ 3.84, p ¼ 0.053;
figure 2c). Indeed, over all six periods, the levels of cooperation
in the Other-group treatment remained statistically unchanged
from when we provided them with no information (Noinformation) (GzLMM comparing within-participants
between treatments: F1,232 ¼ 1.5, p ¼ 0.225, b ¼ 0.19 + 0.157,
electronic supplementary material, Results). Thus it is unclear
if these players were trying to match the behaviour of others
(normative conformity), or updating their beliefs about how
best to play the game (informational conformity), or were
merely ignoring the social information [57]. Therefore, to circumvent this problem of multiple explanations, and to
investigate directly if individuals are motivated to copy
either common or successful behaviours, we examined the
mechanisms that drive individual variation in the level of
cooperation.

rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org

cooperation was relatively stable, with players contributing
approximately 35% of their endowment to the cooperative
group project (7.0 + 0.17 s.e.m. of 20 monetary units (MU),
median ¼ 5 MU, mode ¼ 0 MU). There was a very small
but significant decline in cooperation over time (generalized
linear mixed model (GzLMM) with binomial logit-link:
F1,1373 ¼ 45.7, p , 0.001, b ¼ 20.12 + 0.018 95% CI) (figure 2a).
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Figure 3. Mechanisms of social learning. Shown is the extent to which individuals adjust their behaviour towards different types of social information.
The types of social information are: modal behaviour in the Other-group
treatment (conformity-bias, n ¼ 180 observations on 48 individuals); highest-earning group in the Group-means shown with payoffs treatment
(group-prestige, n ¼ 120 observations on 24 individuals); highest-earning
individual in each of the Group-leaders and Overall-leaders treatments
when payoffs were shown (individual prestige, n ¼ 240 observations on
48 individuals). Error bars show 95% confidence intervals. On average, individuals adjusted their level of cooperation to be more similar, in absolute
terms, to that of successful individuals, and not towards common behaviours
or that in successful groups.
Specifically, we examined changes in the absolute difference
between the cooperation of our focal players and the social
information they observed [35]. We used absolute differences
to avoid the problem of regression to the mean, which we
return to later [58].
In general, when we provided information on the highestearners, individuals significantly adjusted their contributions
to be more similar to those highest earners. In the most extreme
case, when we provided information about the behaviour and
earnings of the highest-earning individuals (Group-leaders &
Overall-leaders), we found that, on average, players moved
their behaviour 1.2 + 0.20 MU closer to (became more similar
to) the highest-earning example (linear mixed model (LMM)
test if intercept different to 0: t ¼ 5.8, p , 0.001; figure 3). This
attraction to the behaviour of the most successful individual is
consistent with payoff-biased transmission, and could also be
consistent with prestige bias, if we assume that prestige is
directed to the most successful individual(s) [10]. Furthermore,
across all four social learning treatments combined, this
attraction towards the highest-earning example was consistently greater when payoffs were shown (LMM testing effect
of showing payoffs, controlling for treatment: F1,173 ¼
4.8, p ¼ 0.030, difference in b ¼ 0.41 + 0.188; electronic
supplementary material, figure S2). Individuals may condition their cooperation on the behaviour of others, and thus
withdraw their cooperation in response to observing noncooperators [55]. As non-cooperators will tend to be relatively
high-earners in our experiment, this could then explain attraction towards high-earners. However the greater attraction to
the behaviour of high-earners when payoffs were shown confirms individuals were not simply conditionally withdrawing
cooperation in response to the presence of non-cooperators.
Instead our overall results support the hypothesis that
individuals are using social information to try and improve
their personal payoffs. Consequently, costly cooperation
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decreases. However, in contexts where cooperation leads to
personal success, such social learning might facilitate
cooperation.
By contrast, we found no evidence that individuals modify
their behaviour to be more similar to the most common behaviour within a group (the mode), or to the average behaviour
(the mean), either within or across groups. Specifically, when
we showed individuals the distribution of behaviours within
another group (Other-group), their subsequent contributions moved no closer to the modal behaviour (mean
attraction ¼ 20.2 + 0.27 MU; LMM test of intercept: t ¼ 20.6,
p ¼ 0.556; figure 3). This was true even for cases where the
mode was cooperative (more than 0 MU), instead the subsequent contributions actually moved significantly away from
the mode (mean attraction ¼ 20.6 + 0.25 MU; LMM test of
intercept: t ¼ 22.4, p ¼ 0.018). Likewise, individuals showed
no significant attraction to the mean of the social information
when we showed them the behaviour of four other individuals
(Other-group: mean attraction ¼ 20.3 + 0.16 MU; LMM test of
intercept: t ¼ 21.9, p ¼ 0.064), or the behaviour of three other
groups (Group-means: mean attraction ¼ 0.2 + 0.15 MU; LMM
test of intercept: t ¼ 1.4, p ¼ 0.152; electronic supplementary
material, figure S3).
In addition, we found no support for imitating successful
groups (group-prestige) [8,10]. Specifically, when we showed
our players the average behaviour and earnings of three other
groups (Group-means) we found that their subsequent contributions moved no closer to the highest earning group
(mean attraction ¼ 0.06 + 0.26 MU; LMM test of intercept:
t ¼ 0.2, p ¼ 0.812; figure 3). Consequently, our overall results
are inconsistent with conformity bias, and group-prestige,
but are consistent with payoff-biased transmission via prestige-bias towards successful individuals. This suggests that
a psychology to copy the successful is primarily applied to
successful individuals rather than to groups. But if individuals do not imitate more successful groups, then why did
showing the earnings of different groups halt the otherwise
observed decline in cooperation? This aggregate result is consistent with group prestige. However, it could also arise if
some individuals, when observing that more cooperative
groups earn more money, reasoned that contributions to the
public good were personally profitable. Either way, being
able to observe and compare the success of different groups
may favour cooperation, providing individuals do not focus
upon the success of different individuals.
Our results were robust to how we analysed the data. Our
above results remain qualitatively unchanged if we investigated proportional changes in the absolute difference
between cooperation and the social information examples
(electronic supplementary material, Results and discussion).
Another alternative is to examine the frequency of exact matching, between a player’s subsequent contribution and the
examples from the prior-social information. By comparing
our Group-means and Group-leaders treatments we could
test if players were more likely to match typical or successful
behaviours while controlling for the source of information, as
both treatments simultaneously observed the same three
groups. This also allowed us to estimate the frequency of
unintended matching by ‘chance’, by comparing how often
players observing typical behaviours matched successful behaviours and vice versa. We found that players who observed the
highest-earning individuals in each group (Group-leaders
treatment) matched one, or the mean + 1 MU of these three
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Figure 4. Imitating successful versus common behaviours. Shown are the
frequencies of exact matching between the cooperation of individuals and
different types of social information. The types of social information are:
the mean level of cooperation within each of three groups (common behaviours) and the individual level of cooperation for the highest-earning
individual in each of three groups (successful behaviours). Values are the estimated marginal means from the GzLMM model controlling for individual, and
thus differ slightly from the raw values reported in the main text. Error bars
show 95% confidence intervals. When individuals could observe successful
behaviours (the behaviour of the highest-earning individuals) they were significantly more likely to match them than we would have expected from
chance (n ¼ 48). By contrast, when they could observe common behaviours
(the mean behaviour in each of three groups) they were no more likely to
match them than we would have expected by chance (n ¼ 48).
examples, 70% of the time, significantly more likely than the
36% by ‘chance’ (GzLMM with binary-logit link: F1,94 ¼ 19.8,
p , 0.001, b ¼ 1.42 + 0.319; figure 4, electronic supplementary
material). Again, this result is consistent with payoff-biased
transmission via prestige-bias towards successful individuals.
By contrast we found that individuals who observed the
average behaviour in the same three groups (Group-means
treatment) only matched one, or the mean of the three
examples, 40% of the time, which was not significantly more
likely than the 32% by ‘chance’ (GzLMM: F1,94 ¼ 2.1, p ¼ 0.150,
b ¼ 0.37 + 0.258; figure 4, electronic supplementary material).
This lack of a result is inconsistent with a mechanism of
conformity bias towards group typical behaviours.

(e) Learning about people or about payoffs
A potential alternative hypothesis is that individuals were
using the social information to learn about the likely behaviour of other individuals rather than about how to play the
game. The logic here is that when individuals received information about the behaviour of others, they reasoned that it
was indicative of how their groupmates would play next.
They then adjusted their own cooperation in an attempt to condition it on what they believed to be the likely cooperation of
their own groupmates [55]. Alternatively, we have argued
that individuals were using the social information to learn
how personal payoffs vary with the level of cooperation. To
test between these competing explanations, we also made individuals play the same game but with computerized
groupmates that played randomly, both before (n ¼ 288) and

(f ) Alternative tests for conformity bias
Our results contradict the conclusion of several previous
studies, which suggested that players modify their cooperation
to be more similar to the common behaviour of others (conformity bias) [33,34,39,55,59–61]. One reason for the discrepancy
may be that our players were responding to the behaviour of
individuals in other groups, rather than their groupmates,
and the psychology of learning and cooperation may rely on
different mechanisms for in-group and out-group members
[62]. Another reason is that some of these previous studies
analysed their data in ways that can potentially lead to
misinterpretation [59–61].
Studies that test if showing players the behaviour of others
makes relatively low cooperators subsequently increase their
level of cooperation, and vice versa, are particularly problematic [59–61]. This is because such a pattern of behaviour is
expected even by chance, through a phenomenon known as
‘regression to the mean’ [58]. If the behaviour of individuals
is varying, even randomly, then on average, individuals who
initially cooperate at relatively ‘high’ or ‘low’ values will subsequently cooperate at values closer to the mean. We were
able to explicitly test whether this problem occurs in publicgoods games, by examining the data from our No-information
treatment. Here, we found that players who cooperated
less than their groupmates significantly increased their subsequent level of cooperation on average and vice versa, even
though they had no information so could not possibly
have been responding to the cooperation of others (LMM:
F1,330 ¼ 54.2, p , 0.001, b ¼ 20.11 + 0.015; electronic supplementary material, figure S4). By contrast, this problem of
regression to the mean did not occur when we used
the method of analysing absolute differences to test if
individuals shifted their behaviour towards the behaviour of
groupmates (mean attraction to the average behaviour of
groupmates ¼ 20.03 + 0.07 MU, LMM test of intercept:
t ¼ 20.5, p ¼ 0.636; electronic supplementary material, Results).
Other studies have regressed individual contributions upon
the prior contributions of groupmates [39]. A potential problem
with this design is that personal payoffs and the contributions
of groupmates are positively correlated, and hence confounded.
Consequently, even if individuals are just adjusting their
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0.20

after (n ¼ 216) playing the above games with humans. If individuals use social information to conform to the behaviour of
other people then the different social learning treatments
should have no effect on their subsequent behaviour with
computers playing randomly. However if individuals use
social information to improve their personal payoffs, then the
different social learning treatments will affect their subsequent
cooperation with computers if they try to maximize their
earnings.
In support of the latter interpretation, we found that individual cooperation with computers significantly depended
on what type of social information individuals received in
prior games with humans. Specifically, those individuals
that could observe that lower contributions lead to more individual success cooperated significantly less with computers
(3.4 + 0.63 MU, Other-group with payoffs, Group-leaders,
Overall-leaders) than those that received samples of social
information pertaining to common behaviours (6.2 + 0.92 MU,
Other-group without payoffs, Group-means) (GzLMM: F1,135 ¼
5.9, p ¼ 0.016; electronic supplementary material, Results).
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Science"at"Nuffield"College,"University"of"Oxford."CESS"obtained"written"consent"from"all"
participants"and"the"experimental"protocol"was"approved"by"the"CESS"ethics"committee."CESS"
used"ORSEE"to"recruit"the"288"participants"from"their"general"pool"with"the"sole"specification"
that"they"had"not"before"participated"in"a"publicLgoods"experiment"(56)."The"instructions,"control"
questions"and"experimental"game"were"conducted"using"ZLtree"(53)"and"all"decisions"were"made"
anonymously"through"a"computer"interface"with"partitions"separating"participants."In"total,"
across"12"sessions"with"24"participants"in"each,"we"used"288"participants,"151"females"(mean"age"
="27,"ranging"from"18L65,"SD"="10.7)"and"137"males"(mean"age"="28,"ranging"from"18L74,"SD"="
13.2)."The"sessions"lasted"about"1"hour"and"the"average"final"income"for"all"288"participants"was"
£10.82,"ranging"from"£5.80"to"£16.20."Note,"72"of"these"participants"were"also"used"in"the"same"
sessions"for"a"prior"test"of"the"strategyLmethod’s"ability"to"measure"conditional"cooperation"
versus"confusion"in"publicLgoods"games"(63)."None"of"these"players"received"any"feedback"during"
that"part"of"the"experiment"that"could"affect"their"learning"or"beliefs"during"this"study."
"
PublicBgoods$game$parameters.$The"instructions"were"presented"on"screen"and"we"gave"a"
paper"copy"of"the"key"decision"situation"to"each"player"to"use"as"a"reminder"during"the"
experiment."Instructions"and"control"questions"were"copied"as"directly"as"possible"from"
reference"(54)"for"9"sessions"(N"="216)"and"from"reference"(55)"for"3"sessions"(N"="72)."For"our"
publicLgoods"game"we"also"used"the"same"costLbenefit"parameters"as"in"references"(54,"55),"
however"for"our"repeated"rounds"of"the"game"we"kept"groups"constant"within"treatments."
Specifically,"we"connected"players"into"groups"of"four"and"gave"each"player"an"endowment"of"20"
monetary"units"(MU)"worth"£0.60"in"real"terms."We"then"asked"all"players"to"anonymously"
allocate"0L20"of"their"20"MU"to"a"groupLaccount"that"was"personally"costly"but"beneficial"for"the"
group"(publicLgood)."Once"everyone"had"made"their"decision"we"multiplied"the"sum"total"of"
contributed"MU"by"1.6"(efficiency"factor"="1.6)"before"sharing"it"out"equally"among"all"four"groupL
members,"regardless"of"any"possible"differences"in"their"individual"contribution."This"meant"that"
contributions"were"personally"costly"but"beneficial"for"the"group."Specifically,"each"and"every"
individual"received"0.4"MU"for"each"MU"contributed"(marginal"per"capita"return"="0.4)."Therefore"
an"individual"made"a"net"loss"of"0.6"MU"for"each"MU"they"contributed,"whereas"their"three"groupL
members"gained"0.4"MU"each."This"decision"process"was"repeated"for"each"round"of"the"game,"
with"a"fresh"endowment"of"20"MU"per"player."Any"earnings"from"previous"rounds"were"
immediately"banked"into"a"player’s"private"account"and"could"not"be"used"during"the"remainder"
of"the"game."
"
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Specific$treatment$designs.$In"total"we"had"11"treatments"(Figs.1,"2)."We"had"eight"treatments"
to"test"aspects"of"social"learning,"based"on"four"distinct"types"of"social"information"either"with"or"
without"additional"payoff"information."We"also"had"three"control"treatments."First,"we"made"all"
players"play"the"publicLgoods"game"for"6"rounds"in"constant"groups"with"no"information"
feedback"between"rounds"(NoLinformation"treatment)."In"this"first,"baseline,"control"treatment"
players"did"not"learn"about"their"payoffs,"nor"the"decisions"or"payoffs"of"other"players.""We"told"
our"players,""
“You%WILL%NOT%receive%any%information%about%the%decisions%of%the%other%players,%nor%about%
your%earnings%in%these%rounds”,%the%72%players%from%study%(63)"were"also"told,%“nor$will$anyone$
else$at$any$time%except%for%the%experimenter%after%the%experiment.”%%
Other"than"the"initial"instructions,"there"was"no"information"players"could"use"to"update"
their"beliefs"about"other"players"or"the"game"or"the"success"of"their"own"behaviour"in"this"
treatment."Our"sample"size"for"this"treatment"was"288"players."
"

We"then"connected"our"24"players"per"session"into"six"randomly"formed"new"groups"of"

four"players"using"zLTree"(53)."The"experimenters"were"therefore"fully"blind"to"the"treatment"
allocation."All"players"were"told"they"were"now"in"a"new,"randomly"formed,"group"and"that"they"
would"be"in"this"group"for"six"rounds"of"decisionLmaking."For"group"‘1’,"we"told"our"players"that"
they"and"their"groupmates"would"only"receive"information"about"personal"earnings"after"each"
round"(Personal"treatment)."This"second"control"treatment"facilitated"personal"trial"and"error"
learning."It"was"also"theoretically"possible"for"players"to"use"their"knowledge"of"their"own"
decisions"and"their"own"earnings"to"calculate"the"mean"contribution"of"their"three"groupmates"in"
the"previous"round.""We"told"our"players,"
"

“This%time%YOU%WILL%receive%some%information%after%each%round.%

You%and%everybody%else%in%your%group%will%receive%the%SAME%INFORMATION.%
The$information$each$person$will$receive$is$what$their$own$earnings$are$from$each$round.”%
%
For"group"‘2’,"we"told"our"players"that"after"each"round"they"and"their"groupmates"would"
receive"information"about"their"personal"earnings"and"the"individual"decisions"of"their"
groupmates"(OwnLgroup"treatment)."This"third"control"treatment"facilitated"putative"socialL
responses"such"as"reciprocity"(13)"and/or"conditionalLcooperation"(55)."We"told"our"players,"
“This%time%YOU%WILL%receive%some%information%after%each%round.%
You%and%everybody%else%in%your%group%will%receive%the%SAME%INFORMATION.%
The$information$each$person$will$receive$is$what$the$decisions$were$of$each$player$in$the$
group$and$what$their$own$earnings$are$from$each$round.”%
%
The"remaining"treatments"only"provided"information"stemming"from"other"groups,"and"
no"information"about"the"player’s"own"group."The"imitation"of"successful"behaviours"from"other"
groups"can"facilitate"cultural"groupLselection"(10)."However"other"groups"may"be"quite"difficult"
to"observe"and"copy,"and"it"is"not"clear"what"is"likely"to"be"the"most"available"source"of"
information"stemming"from"neighboring"groups"(8)."We"therefore"provided"our"players"
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information"that"related"to"a"perfect"and"detailed"observation"of"another"group,"or"just"a"sample"
of"information"from"three"groups;"specifically,"the"average"behaviour"of"three"other"groups,"or"
the"most"successful"individual"within"each"of"three"other"groups,"or"the"three"most"successful"
individuals"overall."We"describe"these"four"treatments"in"turn"below.""
For"group"‘3’,"we"told"our"players"that"they"and"their"groupmates"would"only"receive"
information"stemming"from"another"group:"specifically,"we"showed"them"the"individual"decisions"
of"all"four"individuals"in"another"group"(OtherLgroup"treatment)."We"also"emphasized"to"them"
that"their"decisions"would"only"affect"the"people"in"their"own"group,"and"that"the"individuals"in"
the"other"group"they"observed"would"only"be"receiving"information"about"their"own"group."
Methodologically,"our"group"‘3’"(OtherLgroup)"was"observing"our"group"‘2’"(OwnLgroup)."This"
treatment"facilitated"social"learning"whilst"preventing"personal"trial"and"error"learning"and"
withinLgroup"effects"such"as"signalling,"reciprocity"or"other"socialLpreferences"(13,"47,"48,"55)."
We"told"our"players,"
“This%time%YOU%WILL%receive%some%information%after%each%round.%
The%information%you%and%the%others%in%your%group%will%receive%WILL%NOT%COME%FROM%YOUR%
GROUP,%but%instead%will%come%from%another%group.%
Let%us%call%this%other%group,%Group%A,%and%call%your%group,%Group%B.%
All%the%players%in%both%Groups%A%and%B%will%only%receive%information%about%the%decisions%in%Group%A.%
Nobody%in%either%group%will%learn%anything%about%Group%B.%
So,%both%groups%will%receive%information%about%Group%A%and%nothing%about%group%B.%
To$clarify,$you$are$in$Group$B,$so$the$information$you$will$see$will$always$be$about$the$other$
group$(Group$A).$
Everybody%in%your%group%will%only%ever%see%information%about%the%other%group,%and%this%will%always%
be%the%same%other%group%(in%each%round%Group%A%will%refer%to%the%same%4%players).%
Your$decisions$will$only$affect$the$earnings$of$people$in$your$group.”%
%
For"groups"‘4’,"‘5’,"and"‘6’,"we"had"our"players"observe"samples"of"information"stemming"
from"the"same"three"model"groups,"specifically"our"groups"‘1’,"‘2’,"and"‘3’."We"also"emphasized"to"
them"that"their"decisions"would"only"affect"the"people"in"their"own"group."This"way,"none"of"our"
groups"could"influence"the"behaviour"of"the"group(s)"they"were"observing,"and"we"could"be"more"
confident"that"differences"between"our"treatments"were"due"to"the"treatment"as"differences"in"
their"model"groups"were"not"possible.""
For"group"‘4’,"we"told"our"players"that"they"and"their"groupmates"would"be"told"what"the"
average"(mean)"decision"was"in"each"of"three"otherLgroups"(GroupLmeans"treatment)."We"
reported"the"average"contribution"to"one"decimal"place"to"emphasize"that"this"was"an"average"for"
the"group"and"reminded"them"that"noLone"necessarily"contributed"this"average"amount."
Alternatively,"we"could"have"reported"the"group"sum"total"but"this"would"have"been"more"
difficult"for"players"to"relate"to"individual"behaviour"and"the"larger"values"may"have"primed"large"
contributions."This"treatment"facilitated"learning"of"common"behaviours,"and"when"combined"
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with"concurrent"payoff"information"for"the"observed"behaviours"also"facilitated"learning"of"the"
most"profitable"behaviour"at"the"group"level.""We"told"our"players,"
“This%time%YOU%WILL%receive%some%information%after%each%round.%
The%information%you%and%the%others%in%your%group%will%receive%WILL%NOT%COME%FROM%YOUR%
GROUP,%but%instead%will%come%from%other%groups.%
The%people%in%your%group%will%receive%information%about%3%other%groups.%Let%us%call%these%Groups%A,%
B,%and%C.%
Your%group%will%receive%information%describing%the%decisions%within%these%groups.%
Your%group%will%not%receive%any%information%about%players%in%your%own%group.%
Groups%A,%B,%and%C%will%be%the%same%for%all%6%rounds.%
Specifically,$you$will$be$told$what$the$average$decisions$were$in$each$group.$
So,%for%each%group,%we%will%calculate%what%the%average%decision%was.%
This%will%be%done%by%adding%together%all%the%decisions%and%dividing%them%by%how%many%people%are%in%
the%group.%
It%may%be%that%no%one%actually%contributed%this%exact%average%amount.%
Your$decisions$will$only$affect$the$earnings$of$people$in$your$group.”%
"
For"group"‘5’,"we"told"our"players"that"they"and"their"groupmates"would"be"told"what"the"
contribution"was"of"the"highestLearning"individual"(‘the"player"that"made"the"most"money"in"that"
group"in"that"round’)"in"each"of"three"separate"groups"(GroupLleaders"treatment)."This"treatment"
facilitated"learning"of"the"most"profitable"individual"behaviour"within"groups."We"told"our"
players,"
“This%time%YOU%WILL%receive%some%information%after%each%round.%
The%information%you%and%the%others%in%your%group%will%receive%WILL%NOT%COME%FROM%YOUR%
GROUP,%but%instead%will%come%from%other%groups.%
The%people%in%your%group%will%receive%information%about%3%other%groups.%Let%us%call%these%Groups%A,%
B,%and%C.%
Your%group%will%receive%information%describing%the%decisions%within%these%groups.%
Your%group%will%not%receive%any%information%about%players%in%your%own%group.%
Groups%A,%B,%and%C%will%be%the%same%for%all%6%rounds.%
Specifically,$your$group$will$be$told$what$the$decisions$were$of$the$player$that$made$the$most$
money$in$each$of$groups$A,$B,$and$C.$
So,%your%group%will%be%told%about%3%players,%one%player%from%each%group,%and%that%will%be%the%player%
that%made%the%most%money%in%that%group%in%that%round.%
Your$decisions$will$only$affect$the$earnings$of$people$in$your$group.”%
$
For"group"‘6’,"we"told"our"players"that"they"and"their"groupmates"would"be"told"what"the"
contribution"was"of"the"three"highestLearning"individuals"from"a"population"of"three"groups"of"
four"players"(‘the"3"players"that"made"the"most"money"out"of"all"the"players…"combined’)"
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(OverallLleaders"treatment)."This"treatment"facilitated"learning"of"the"most"profitable"behaviour"
for"individuals."We"told"our"players,"
“This%time%YOU%WILL%receive%some%information%after%each%round.%
The%information%you%and%the%others%in%your%group%will%receive%WILL%NOT%COME%FROM%YOUR%
GROUP,%but%instead%will%come%from%other%groups.%
The%people%in%your%group%will%receive%information%about%3%other%groups.%Let%us%call%these%Groups%A,%
B,%and%C.%
Your%group%will%receive%information%describing%the%decisions%within%these%groups.%
Your%group%will%not%receive%any%information%about%players%in%your%own%group.%
Groups%A,%B,%and%C%will%be%the%same%for%all%6%rounds.%
Specifically,$your$group$will$be$told$what$the$decisions$were$of$the$three$players$that$made$
the$most$money$out$of$all$the$players$in$Groups$A,$B,$and$C$combined.$
So,%these%3%players%may%all%come%from%the%same%group%or%they%may%come%from%different%groups.%They%
will%be%the%3%players%that%made%the%most%money%in%that%round.%
Your$decisions$will$only$affect$the$earnings$of$people$in$your$group.”%
"
"In"groups"‘3’,"‘4’,"‘5’,"and"‘6’,"we"also"gave"two"of"the"four"players"in"each"group"
information"after"each"round"on"the"earnings"and"gain"in"MU"that"round"either"for"each"group"on"
average"(group"‘4’)"or"for"each"individual"they"observed"(groups"‘3’,"‘5’"and"‘6’)."The"treatments"
for"groups"4,"5,"and"6"can"also"be"conceptualized"as"representing"the"different"components"of"
selection"within"a"multiLlevel"selection"framework"(46)."Specifically,"depending"on"treatment,"our"
participants"could"choose"to"copy"behaviours"on"the"basis"of"amongLgroup"success"(GroupLmeans"
with"payoffs),"withinLgroup"success"(GroupLleaders"with"and"without"payoffs),"or"overall"success"
(OverallLleaders"with"and"without"payoffs)."
Before"and"after"playing"with"humans,"we"made"our"participants"play"with"computerized"
groupmates."We"told"the"players"that"before"they"would"play"with"people,"they"would"first"be"
playing"in"a"special"case"with"computer"players."We"emphasized"that"they"would"not"be"playing"
with"people"in"these"rounds,"e.g."“Before"you"begin,"you"are"going"to"play"this"game"in"a"special"
case."In"this"special"case,"you"will"be"in"a"group"of"just"you"and"the"COMPUTER”;"“The"computer"
will"pick"the"decisions"of"the"other"3"players."The"computer"will"pick"their"decisions"randomly"
and"separately"(so"each"computer"player"will"make"its"own"random"decision)”;"“You"are"the"only"
real"person"in"the"group,"and"only"you"will"receive"any"money.”"Our"initial"game"instructions"did"
not"mention"playing"with"computer"players,"so"as"to"prevent"the"possibility"our"players"being"
distracted"during"the"payoff"instructions"by"thoughts"of"computer"players."All"players"had"to"click"
a"button"with"the"words,"“I"understand"I"am"only"playing"the"computer”"before"they"could"
proceed."
"
Statistical$methods$
We"used"IBM"SPSS"Statistics"version"23"for"all"statistical"tests."All"tests"were"twoLsided"and"when"
testing"fixed"effects"we"used"the"Satterthwaite"method"for"estimating"degrees"of"freedom,"which"
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is"more"conservative"than"the"residual"method."When"comparing"how"levels"of"cooperation"(0L20"
MU)"varied"over"time"or"depended"on"the"prior"behaviour"of"groupmates,"we"controlled"for"the"
bounded"nature"of"the"response"variable"and"the"fact"that"the"variance"is"a"function"of"the"mean"
by"using"Generalized"Linear"Mixed"Models"with"a"binomial"logitLlink"(GzLMM)."We"also"included"
random"effect"intercepts"for"individuals"to"control"for"autoLcorrelation"across"time."We"did"not"
include"random"effect"intercepts"for"sessions"because"the"effects"were"never"significant"and"often"
prevented"the"models"from"converging."When"testing"fixed"effects"we"assumed"our"model"
assumptions"were"correct"(selected"model"based"covariances)."When"comparing"aggregate"levels"
of"cooperation"in"response"to"social"information"we"excluded"the"first"period"of"the"game"in"the"
social"learning"phase"as"this"was"played"before"we"showed"any"social"information."
"

When"testing"if"individuals"adjusted"their"cooperation"towards"different"sources"of"social"

information"(Mechanisms"of"social"learning"section)"we"used"Linear"Mixed"Models"(LMM)"but"we"
exercised"caution"by"using"robust"covariances"to"handle"potential"violations"of"our"model"
assumptions."We"tested"if"the"average"effects"(adjustments)"were"different"to"0"by"testing"if"the"
intercept"was"significantly"different"to"0"in"an"intercept"only"model.""
"

When"testing"if"individuals"matched"their"cooperation"with"either"the"groupLmeans"or"

the"groupLleaders"we"used"GzLMM"with"a"binaryLlogit"link,"model"based"covariances"and"
estimated"degrees"of"freedom"with"the"Satterthwaite"method."In"both"the"above"methods,"we"
controlled"for"autoLcorrelation"across"time"by"fitting"an"autoregressive"moving"average"
covariance"structure"to"the"residuals"rather"than"random"effect"intercepts"for"individuals."
"

When"testing"if"cooperation"with"computers"depended"on"the"type"of"social"information"

individuals"observed"beforehand"we"used"GzLMM"with"binomialLlogit"link"and"included"a"
random"intercept"for"each"session."
"

When"testing"for"regression"to"the"mean"in"publicLgoods"game"data,"we"used"LMM"but"

we"exercised"caution"by"using"robust"covariances"to"handle"potential"violations"of"our"model"
assumptions."We"fitted"a"firstLorder"autoregressive"covariance"structure"for"the"residuals"
(autoregressive"moving"average"covariance"structure"failed"to"converge)."Period"of"the"game"was"
included"as"a"control"covariate."
"
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ESM$FILE$2$
TITLE:$Electronic!supplementary!results!and!discussion.$
DESCRIPTION:$Supplementary!discussion!of!the!results.!
!
(a)$Baseline$cooperation.$No!supplementary!material.!
$
(b)$Social$learning$and$cooperation.$No!supplementary!material.!
!
(c)$Using$social$information.$One!way!to!test!if!individuals!were!using!the!social!information!we!
showed!them!is!to!test!if!the!behaviours!over!time!were!different!between!when!we!gave!
individuals!no!information!(NoGinformation)!and!when!we!subsequently!gave!social!information!
to!those!same!individuals.!In!nearly!all!treatments!we!find!a!statistical!difference!suggesting!that!
‘learning’!of!some!form!is!occurring.!The!notable!exception,!as!we!report!in!the!main!text,!was!
when!we!showed!individuals!the!distribution!of!individual!behaviours!within!another!group!but!
did!not!include!the!concurrent!payoff!information!(GzLMM!comparing!withinGparticipants!
between!treatments,!OtherGgroup:!F1,!232!=!1.5,!P!=!0.225, β!=!0.19!±!0.157).!In!all!other!
treatments!we!found!a!very!significant!difference!or!in!one!case!a!marginally!nonGsignificant!
difference!!(GroupGmeans:!F1,!235!=!13.5,!P!<!0.001, β!=!0.53!±!0.144;!GroupGleaders:!F1,!236!=!58.8,!P!
<!0.001, β!=!1.43!±!0.187;!OverallGleaders:!F1,!236!=!58.1,!P!<!0.001, β!=!1.22!±!0.160;!OtherGgroup!
with!payoffs:!F1,!233!=!23.0,!P!<!0.001, β!=!0.83!±!0.174;!GroupGmeans!with!payoffs:!F1,!236!=!3.9,!P!=!
0.051, β!=!G0.33!±!0.167;!GroupGleaders!with!payoffs:!F1,!239!=!53.7,!P!<!0.001, β!=!1.56!±!0.213;!
OverallGleaders!with!payoffs:!F1,!236!=!55.2,!P!<!0.001, β!=!1.25!±!0.168).!
!

!The!subsequent!changes!in!aggregate!cooperation!levels!in!our!social!learning!

treatments!suggest!that!individuals!were!responding!to!the!social!information!available.!In!
support!of!this!interpretation,!we!found!that!in!all!but!our!GroupGleaders!treatment,!the!levels!of!
cooperation!by!our!players!significantly!correlated!with!the!mean!cooperation!of!the!examples!
we!showed!them!each!round!(controlling!for!round!of!the!game,!Table!S1).!However!a!correlation!
with!the!mean!cooperation!observed!could!occur!for!many!reasons,!for!example!if!the!players!
instead!responded!to!the!most!or!the!least!cooperative!examples,!which!will!correlate!with!the!
mean.!!
By!comparing!responses!when!players!could!compare!behaviours!either!within!a!group!
(OtherGgroup),!or!across!groups!(GroupGmeans),!we!can!investigate!if!our!players!were!using!the!
social!information!to!either!learn!about!typical!behaviours!or!to!learn!about!successful!
behaviours,!within!and!among!groups.!!We!found!that!in!both!treatments,!cooperation!
significantly!correlated!with!the!highest!earning!example!provided,!but!only!correlated!with!the!
lowest!earning!example!in!the!GroupGmeans!treatment.!However!none!of!these!effects!
statistically!depended!on!the!payoffs!being!shown,!suggesting!that,!in!the!OtherGgroup!treatment!
without!payoffs,!players!were!maybe!responding!to!the!least!cooperative!individual!(Table!S2).!
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This!is!in!line!with!other!findings!that!suggest!players!base!their!cooperation!upon!the!level!of!
the!lowest!contributor!in!their!own!groups!(40).!!
Although!any!interactions!between!the!social!information!shown!and!whether!we!also!
included!the!payoffs!or!not!were!generally!nonGsignificant!(Table!S1),!this!may!be!due!to!a!lack!of!
statistical!power,!and!we!did!find!some!intriguing!differences!when!investigating!the!subG
treatments!(with/without!payoffs)!separately!(Table!S2).!However!we!caution!that!these!results!
may!be!mostly!noise.!We!found!that!in!our!GroupGmeans!treatment,!the!level!of!cooperation!
correlated!with!the!examples!shown!(mean,!highest,!and!lowest!cooperators),!but!only!for!those!
individuals!that!we!did!not!provide!with!the!concurrent!payoff!information!(there!were!no!
significant!correlations!when!we!showed!the!payoffs,!Table!S2).!This!may!be!because!individuals!
reduced!their!cooperation!when!they!observed!relatively!nonGcooperative!groups,!however!in!
this!case!it!is!unclear!if!players!are!‘conforming’!to!groupGnorms!(‘normative’!conformity)!or!are!
inferring!that!reducing!their!own!contributions!will!increase!their!own!payoffs!(57).!
The!cooperation!of!individuals!that!could!observe!the!groupGmeans!plus!the!associated!
payoffs!did!not!correlate!with!any!of!the!social!information.!This!may!be!because!they!were!
receiving!mixed!messages.!They!saw!that!the!individuals!of!more!cooperative!groups!earned!
more!on!average,!suggesting!that!contributions!were!profitable,!but!they!also!saw!that!the!
average!cooperation!was!declining!over!time,!suggesting!that!individuals!in!those!groups!were!
learning!not!to!contribute.!Therefore,!as!we!state!in!the!main!text,!to!circumvent!this!problem!of!
multiple!explanations,!and!to!investigate!directly!if!individuals!are!motivated!to!copy!either!
common!or!successful!behaviours,!we!examined!the!mechanisms!that!drive!individual!variation!
in!the!level!of!cooperation.!
!
(d)$Mechanisms$of$social$learning.$As!we!explain!in!the!main!text,!we!explicitly!tested!if!
individuals!were!using!social!information!to!copy!either!common!or!successful!behaviours.!We!
did!this!by!testing!if!our!players!adjusted!their!level!of!cooperation!towards!behaviours!that!are!
either!more!common,!or!lead!to!higher!payoffs.!Specifically,!we!examined!changes!in!the!absolute!
difference!between!the!cooperation!of!our!focal!player!and!the!social!information!we!showed!
him/her,!reasoning!that!changes!that!reduced!the!absolute!difference!were!indicative!of!
imitation.!We!used!absolute!differences!to!avoid!the!problem!of!regression!to!the!mean!(Section:!
Alternative!tests!for!conformity!bias)(58).!$
In!general,!when!we!provided!information!on!the!highestGearners,!individuals!
significantly!adjusted!their!contributions!to!be!more!similar!to!those!highest!earners.!For!
example,!as!we!report!in!the!main!text,!across!all!four!social!learning!treatments!combined,!
individuals!showed!a!greater!attraction!towards!the!highestGearning!example!when!we!also!
showed!the!concurrent!payoffs!(LMM!testing!effect!of!showing!payoffs:!F1,!173!=!4.8,!P!=!0.030,!
difference!in!β =!0.41±!0.188,!Fig.!S2)!and!this!effect!did!not!differ!across!treatments!(LMM!
testing!interaction!between!showing!payoffs!and!treatment:!F3,!165!=!0.3,!P!=!0.811,!Fig.!S2).!In!
contrast,!individuals!showed!no!significant!attraction!to!various!forms!of!common!behaviour!
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(Fig.!S3).!Overall,!these!results!support!the!hypothesis!that!individuals!are!using!social!
information!to!try!and!improve!their!personal!payoffs.!
!In!addition!to!the!results!we!outline!in!the!main!text,!we!also!found!that!individuals!
were!only!attracted!towards!the!mean!of!their!social!information!when!it!was!information!on!the!
behaviour!of!successful!individuals!(GroupGleaders!and!OverallGleaders)!and!not!merely!unbiased!
samples!of!information!(OtherGgroup!and!GroupGmeans)!(GzLMM!comparing!responses!to!those!
groups!of!treatments:!F1,!187!=!18.6,!P!<!0.001,!estimated!mean!attraction!to!leaders!=!0.72!MU;!for!
unbiased!samples!=!G0.02!MU).!To!clarify,!these!effects!are!not!due!to!changes!in!the!social!
information,!as!we!are!not!merely!recording!the!average!difference!between!our!focal!player!and!
the!social!information!per!round.!Instead,!we!are!recording!the!changes!in!the!absolute!difference!
between!the!cooperation!of!our!focal!player!and!the!social!information,!from!the!prior!period!to!
the!current!period,!holding!the!social!information!constant!at!the!value!shown!inGbetween!
periods.!$
In!what!follows,!we!repeat!our!analyses!from!the!main!text!but!using!‘proportional’!
attraction.!Specifically,!we!repeated!our!analyses!of!mechanisms!of!social!learning!but!this!time!
we!recorded!the!size!of!the!adjustments!relative!to!how!much!adjustment!was!required!to!move!
either!maximally!closer!(complete!attraction)!or!further!(complete!aversion)!away!from!the!
social!information.!For!example,!if!an!individual!had!contributed!6!MU!and!observed!behaviour!of!
9!MU,!they!could!move!0G3!MU!closer,!and!by!contributing!20!MU,!they!could!move!up!to!11!MU!
away.!!
In!general!our!results!are!qualitatively!the!same,!and!confirm!that!individuals!are!
attracted!towards!the!behaviour!of!successful!individuals.!For!example,!when!we!provided!
information!on!the!highestGearners,!individuals!still!significantly!adjusted!their!contributions!to!
be!more!similar!to!those!highest!earners.!In!the!most!extreme!case,!when!we!provided!
information!about!the!behaviour!and!earnings!of!the!highestGearning!individuals!(GroupGleaders!
&!OverallGleaders),!we!found!that,!on!average,!individuals!significantly!moved!their!behaviour,!on!
a!scale!from!G1!to!1,!0.14!±0.020!closer!to!(became!more!similar!to)!the!highestGearning!example!
(LMM!test!if!proportional!intercept!different!to!0:!t=7.0,!P!<!0.001).!!!
!

Again!we!found!no!evidence!that!individuals!modify!their!behaviour!to!be!more!similar!

to!either!the!most!common!(the!mode)!or!the!average!(mean!of!four!individuals)!behaviour!
within!a!group.!Specifically,!when!we!showed!individuals!the!distribution!of!behaviours!within!
another!group!(OtherGgroup),!their!subsequent!contributions!moved!no!closer!to!the!modal!
behaviour!(mean!proportional!attraction!=!0.01!±0.037;!LMM!test!of!intercept:!t!=!0.3,!P!=!0.794).!
Indeed,!restricting!analyses!to!just!cooperative!modes!(>0!MU),!the!subsequent!cooperation!
actually!moved!significantly!away!from!the!mode!(mean!proportional!attraction!=!G0.06!±0.029;!
LMM!test!of!intercept:!t!=!G2.2,!P!=!0.041).!Likewise,!individuals!showed!no!attraction!to!the!mean!
of!the!social!information!when!we!showed!them!the!behaviour!of!four!other!individuals!(OtherG
group:!mean!proportional!attraction!=!G0.01!±0.22;!LMM!test!of!intercept:!t!=!G0.5,!P!=!0.594),!
although!there!was!a!significant!proportional!attraction!towards!the!behaviour!of!three!other!
groups!(GroupGmeans:!mean!proportional!attraction!=!0.07!±0.028;!LMM!test!of!intercept:!t!=!2.5,!
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P!=!0.016).!However,!individuals!were!more!likely!to!show!an!attraction!to!the!mean!of!the!social!
information!when!this!was!information!about!the!behaviour!of!successful!individuals!(GroupG
leaders!and!OverallGleaders!treatments)!rather!than!unbiased!samples!of!information!(OtherG
group!and!GroupGmeans!treatments)!(F1,!279!=!15.3,!P!<!0.001,!difference!=!0.10!±0.026).!Although!
the!effect!of!moving!towards!the!highestGearner!more!in!each!treatment!when!the!payoffs!were!
shown!was!not!replicated!with!proportional!data!(LMM:!F1,!241!=!0.04,!P!=!0.852).!
In!addition,!we!again!found!no!support!for!imitating!successful!groups!(groupGprestige).!
Specifically,!when!we!showed!individuals!the!average!behaviour!and!earnings!of!three!other!
groups!(GroupGmeans)!we!found!that!their!subsequent!contributions!moved!no!closer!to!the!
highest!earning!group!(mean!proportional!attraction!=!0.01!±0.029;!LMM!test!of!intercept:!t!=!0.4,!
P!=!0.689).!Consequently,!our!overall!results!still!provide!no!or!negligible!support!for!either!
conformity!bias,!or!groupGprestige,!but!are!consistent!with!payoffGbiased!transmission!via!
prestigeGbias!towards!successful!individuals!(Fig.!3).!This!suggests!that!a!psychology!to!copy!the!
successful!is!primarily!applied!to!successful!individuals!rather!than!groups.!
!
As!reported!in!the!main!text,!we!also!examined!the!frequency!of!exact!matching,!between!a!
player’s!subsequent!contribution!and!the!examples!from!the!priorGsocial!information.!Such!
matching!captures!both!those!individuals!that!change!their!cooperation!to!directly!copy!what!
they!observe,!and!those!individuals!that!do!not!change!their!prior!behaviour!when!it!is!reinforced!
by!observed!behaviour.!By!comparing!our!GroupGmeans!and!GroupGleaders!treatments!we!could!
test!if!players!were!more!likely!to!match!typical!or!successful!behaviours!whilst!controlling!for!
the!source!of!information!as!both!treatments!observed!the!same!three!groups.!This!also!allowed!
us!to!estimate!the!frequency!of!unintended!matching!by!comparing!how!often!players!observing!
typical!behaviours!matched!successful!behaviours!and!vice!versa.!!The!results!we!report!in!the!
main!text!were!qualitatively!unchanged!if!we!used!a!stricter!requirement!for!matching,!and!
required!contributions!to!match!one!of!the!three!examples!shown!(mean!±1!MU!for!matching!to!
group!means!which!were!presented!to!1!decimal!place),!but!did!not!score!a!match!when!the!
contribution!equaled!the!mean!of!the!three!examples!(GzLMM:!exact!matching!of!groupGleaders,!
68%!versus!34%!by!chance,!F1,!94!=!19.2,!P!<!0.001;!GzLMM:!exact!matching!of!groupGmeans!±1!
MU,!34%!versus!29%!by!chance,!F1,!92!=!0.9,!P!=!0.347).!
!
(e)$Learning$about$people$or$about$payoffs.$As!we!report!in!the!main!text,$we!found!that!
individual!cooperation!with!computers!significantly!depended!on!what!type!of!social!information!
individuals!received!in!prior!games!with!humans.!Specifically,!those!individuals!that!could!
observe!forms!of!individual!success!cooperated!significantly!less!with!computers!(3.4!±!0.63!MU,!
OtherGgroup!with!payoffs,!GroupGleaders,!OverallGleaders)!than!those!that!received!unbiased!
samples!of!social!information!(6.2!±!0.92!MU,!OtherGgroup!without!payoffs,!GroupGmeans)!
(GzLMM:!F1,!135!=!5.9,!P!=!0.016, β =!0.79!±!0.323).!These!statistical!models!controlled!for!random!
session!effects!and!for!an!individual’s!initial!cooperation!with!computers!before!playing!games!
with!humans.!As!an!additional!control,!we!tested!if!initial!levels!of!cooperation!with!computers!
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significantly!varied!depending!on!which!social!learning!treatment!the!individual!had!been!
assigned!to!play!afterwards.!We!found!that!initial!cooperation!with!computers,!prior!to!receiving!
any!social!information!about!humans,!did!not!differ!depending!on!whether!individuals!were!later!
on!assigned!to!observe!forms!of!individual!success!or!not!(GzLMM:!F1,!142!=!0.7,!P!=!0.391, β =!
0.23!±!0.267).!
$
(f)$Alternative$tests$for$conformity$bias.!Our!results!contradict!the!conclusion!of!several!
previous!studies,!which!suggested!that!players!modify!their!cooperation!to!be!more!similar!to!the!
behaviour!of!others!(conformity!bias)(33,!34,!39,!55,!59G61).!However,!as!we!report!in!the!main!
text,!we!found!that!regression!to!the!mean!occurs!in!publicGgoods!games!data.!Therefore,!even!
when!individuals!had!no!information!(NoGinformation),!and!thus!could!not!possibly!condition!
their!behavior!on!the!behavior!of!their!groupmates,!they!still!appeared!to!significantly!modify!
their!contributions!towards!their!groupmates.!Specifically,!there!was!a!significantly!negative!
correlation!between!an!individual’s!deviation!from!the!prior!groupGmean!and!their!subsequent!
change!in!contribution!(LMM:!F1,!330!=!54.2,!P!<!0.001,!β!=!G0.11!±0.015,!Fig.!S4).!
Regression!to!the!mean!can!occur!because!contributions!are!bounded!between!0%!and!
100%,!so!players!that!contributed!more!on!average!also!have!less!strategy!space!to!increase!into,!
e.g.!at!the!limit,!fully!cooperative!players!(contributed!100%)!can!only!remain!fully!cooperative!
or!decrease,!and!vice!versa.!These!players!thus!regress!to!the!mean,!and!thus!appear!to!condition!
their!behavior!on!the!group!average.!Furthermore,!and!in!contrast,!the!increases!and!decreases!in!
cooperation!of!any!players!that!previously!contributed!an!amount!close!to!the!average!(had!a!
deviation!of!~0)!tend!to!cancel!each!other!out!(they!add!noise!to!the!regression!but!do!not!affect!
the!slope).!This!second!feature!is!a!problem!because!the!conformity!hypothesis!is!really!a!
conjoint!hypothesis!that!players!far!from!the!mean!will!gravitate!towards!it,!and!that!players!
close!to!the!mean!will!show!more!inertia.!However!this!second!part!of!the!hypothesis!is!near!
impossible!to!falsify!using!a!method!of!regressing!changes!in!contribution!upon!previous!
deviations!from!the!cooperation!of!others.!
Whilst!the!method!we!use,!of!absolute!differences!(35),!is!still!restricted!by!the!bounded!
nature!of!publicGgoods!game!data,!meaning!that!maximally!high!or!low!cooperators!can!only!
move!towards!the!mean!if!they!adjust!their!cooperation,!we!can!at!least!counteract!this!effect!by!
incorporating!the!behaviour!of!players!that!are!already!close!to!the!mean!and!therefore!test!the!
conjoint!hypotheses!of!conformity.!This!is!why,!when!we!use!changes!in!absolute!differences!to!
analyze!changes!in!behaviour!in!our!NoGinformation!treatment,!we!do!not!find!spuriously!
significant!effects.!Specifically,!we!found!a!nonGsignificant!effect!with!an!estimated!attraction!of!
near!0!MU!(mean!attraction!to!the!average!behaviour!of!groupmates!=!G0.03!!±!0.07!MU,!LMM!test!
of!intercept:!t!=!G0.5,!P!=!0.636).!For!every!player!that!moves!towards!the!mean,!there!is!
approximately!one!that!moves!away!from!it.!
!

We!also!found!that!the!approach!of!regressing!individual!contributions!upon!the!prior!

contribution!of!their!groupmates!is!confounded!by!responses!to!changes!in!personal!payoffs,!as!
we!reported!in!the!main!text.!Specifically,!we!found!that!individuals!were!just!as!likely!to!
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cooperate!more!if!their!groupmates!cooperated!more!even!when!they!only!had!information!
about!their!own!personal!payoffs!(GzLMM:!Personal,!F1,!213!=!4.2,!P!=!0.043,!β!!=!0.08!±!0.038,!
Table!S2).!So!although!individuals!showed!a!larger!response!to!the!behaviour!of!their!
groupmates!when!they!could!observe!them!(GzLMM:!OwnGgroup,!F1,!210!=!13.5,!P!<!0.001,!β!=!0.11!
±!0.029,!Table!S2)!the!difference!in!response!was!statistically!indistinguishable!when!the!
treatments!were!analyzed!together!(as!reported!in!the!main!text,!GzLMM!test!of!interaction!
between!treatment!and!groupmates’!average!contribution:!F1,!460!=!0.2,!P!=!0.652,!β!=!0.10!±!
0.029;!Difference!=!G0.019!±!0.043,!Table!S1).!Therefore!it!is!unclear!if!individuals!are!responding!
to!the!behaviour!of!others,!to!changes!in!their!own!payoffs,!or!a!mixture!of!both.!
Another!example!is!that!several!studies!have!used!the!strategyGmethod!to!record!an!
individual’s!responses!to!all!hypothetically!possible!behaviours!of!their!groupmates.!The!typical!
response!in!such!studies!is!that!many!individuals!very!their!cooperation!based!upon!the!
cooperation!of!others!(55).!However!we!have!previously!shown!that!using!appropriate!
experimental!controls!reveals!such!‘conditionalGcooperators’!to!often!be!confused!about!the!
game,!even!if!they!answer!all!the!control!questions!correctly!(63).!More!generally,!this!example!
and!the!examples!we!discuss!in!our!main!text,!highlight!the!importance!of!comparing!between!
treatments,!with!appropriate!controls,!rather!than!merely!comparing!individual!behaviours!
within!a!single!treatment!(58).!
!

Carpenter!does!compare!treatments!and!argues!that!frequencyGbiased!social!learning!

(conformity!bias)!is!important!because!players!show!no!desire!to!copy!the!average!behaviour!
when!it!is!shown,!but!do!cooperate!less!when!they!can!observe!their!groupmates’!individual!
behaviours!rather!than!just!the!group!average!(33).!However,!in!our!above!analyses!we!compare!
levels!of!cooperation,!and!we!find!the!converse,!that!cooperation!is!relatively!higher!when!
players!have!more!information!about!their!own!group,!as!also!found!by!reference!(51).!
Specifically,!cooperation!is!higher!when!individuals!can!observer!the!distribution!of!individual!
behaviours!within!their!own!group!(OwnGgroup!treatment)!rather!than!just!their!own!payoffs!
(Personal!treatment).!!These!conflicting!results!require!further!research.!
Finally,!Bardsley!and!Sausgruber!used!an!ingenious!design!to!simultaneously!and!
separately!test!the!importance!of!reciprocity!and!social!learning!whilst!controlling!for!payoffG
based!learning!(34).!They!found!that!individuals,!with!perfect!information!about!their!own!group,!
cooperated!more!when!they!observed!more!cooperative!outGgroups,!even!though!there!was!no!
strategic!reason!to!do!so.!This!result!is!consistent!with!social!learning!and!possibly!conformity,!
although!it!does!not!differentiate!between!players!using!social!information!to!update!their!beliefs!
about!socialGnorms!(normativeGconformity)!or!about!how!to!improve!personal!payoffs!
(informationalGconformity)(57).!Furthermore,!their!results!are!still!open!to!alternative!
interpretations.!For!example,!their!result!is!also!consistent!with!the!idea!that!such!group!
comparisons!activate!a!competitive!group!psychology,!as!evidenced!in!other!studies!whereby!
group!comparisons!increase!average!levels!of!withinGgroup!cooperation!(59,!64).!!
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Table!ESM1.!Generalized!linear!mixed!models!(GzLMM1)!investigating!if!contributions!(0@20!MU)!were!correlated!with!the!social!
information!we!provided.!Shown!are!the!model!coefficients!(±!std.!error)!and!the!model!Akaike!Information!Criterion!score!(AIC).!
Asterisks!denote!significance!value;!*P!<!0.05,!**!P!<!0.01,!***!P<0.001!
Social!information!
Personal!&!Own@
Other@group!
Group@means!
Group@leaders2!
Overall@leaders2!
group!
Mean!cooperation!
0.11***!!
0.08*!!
0.20***!!
0.13!!
0.14**!!
!
(±0.022)!
(±0.034)!
(±0.051)!
(±0.090)!
(±0.045)!
1,952!
972!
919!
1,121!
1,007!
3
Lowest!earner!
n/a !
@0.01!
0.16***!!
@0.10!!
0.02!!
!
(±0.021)!
(±0.042)!
(±0.057)!
(±0.027)!
971!
919!
1,115!
1,007!
Highest!earner!!
n/a3!
0.11**!!
0.08*!!
0.13**!!
0.12**!!
!
(±0.040)!
(±0.034)!
(±0040)!
(±0.043)!
967!
921!
1,116!
1,010!
4!
Mean*extra!information
0.02!
0.06!!
@0.12!
0.13!!
@0.12!!
!
(±0.043)!
(±0.062)!
(±0.077)!
(±0.196)!
(±0.086)!
1,953!
977!
920!
1,121!
1,012!
Lowest*extra@information4!
n/a3!
0.03!!
@0.10!!
0.22!!
@0.07!!
!
(±0.040)!
(±0.066)!
(±0.152)!
(±0.048)!
977!
920!
1,125!
1,015!
4
3
Highest*extra@information !
n/a !
@0.03!!
@0.08!!
@0.06!!
0.06!!
(±0.078)!
(±0.064)!
(±0.078)!
(±0.084)!
971!
922!
1,123!
1,015!
Observations!(N)!
480!(96)!
240!(48)!
240!(48)!
240!(48)!
240!(48)!
1!All!models!conducted!in!IBM!SPSS!statistics!version!23!and!included!period!of!the!game!as!a!fixed!effect!covariate,!and!included!
random!intercepts!for!each!individual’s!series!of!contributions!(degrees!of!freedom!were!estimated!with!the!Satterthwaite!method!and!
model!based!covariances!were!used).!
2!The!earnings!of!the!individuals!shown!did!not!necessarily!correlate!with!their!respective!contributions!in!these!treatments.!
3!Theses!models!are!confounded!with!the!contribution!of!the!focal!player.!
4!In!the!comparison!between!Personal!and!Own@group,!the!extra!information!is!the!information!about!a!focal!player’s!groupmates!
contributions.!In!the!remaining!treatments,!it!is!the!accompanying!payoffs!of!the!relevant!individual!or!group.!
!
!

Table!ESM2.!Generalized!linear!mixed!models!(GzLMM1)!investigating!if!contributions!(0A20!MU)!were!correlated!with!the!social!
information!we!provided.!Treatments!are!broken!down!into!their!sub!treatments!depending!on!whether!extra!information!was!shown!or!
not.!Shown!are!the!coefficient!(±!std.!error)!and!Akaike!Information!Criterion!score!(AIC)!for!each!model.!Asterisks!denote!significance!
value;!*P!<!0.05,!**!P!<!0.01,!***!P<0.001!
Social!
NoAinfo.! Personal! OwnA
OtherA
OtherA
GroupA
GroupA
GroupA
GroupA
OverallA OverallA
information!
group!
group!
group+P!! means!!
means+P!! leaders! leaders+P!! leaders!
leaders+P!!
Mean!
0.01!
0.08*!
0.11***!
0.07!
0.10*!
0.32***!
0.12!
0.05!
0.14!
0.20**!
0.06!
cooperation! (±0.014)! (±0.038)! (±0.029)! (±0.046)! (±0.050)! (±0.065)! (±0.075)! (±0.138)! (±0.124)! (±0.061)! (±0.065)!
!
5,932!
1,022!
937!
476!
511!
442!
469!
557!
564!
492!
528!
!
2
2
2
Lowest!
n/a !
n/a !
n/a !
A0.02!
A0.01!
0.25***!
0.08!
A0.22!
A0.08!
0.07!
A0.03!
earner!
(±0.029)! (±0.032)! (±0.051)! (±0.064)! (±0.113)! (±0.073)! (±0.038)! (±0.039)!
!
477!
509!
444!
469!
562!
561!
494!
531!
!
Highest!
n/a2!
n/a2!
n/a2!
0.14*!
0.10!
0.13**!
0.05!
0.11*!
0.14*!
0.09!
0.17*!!
earner!!
(±0.055)! (±0.056)! (±0.042)! (±0.050)! (±0.055)! (±0.057)! (±0.059)! (±0.064)!
!
472!
508!
449!
469!
557!
562!
491!
532!
!
Observations! 1,440!
240!!
240!!
120!!
120!!
120!!
120!!
120!!
120!!
120!!
120!!
(N)!
(288)!
(48)!
(48)!
(24)!
(24)!
(24)!
(24)!
(24)!
(24)!
(24)!
(24)!
1!All!models!conducted!in!IBM!SPSS!statistics!version!23!and!included!period!of!the!game!as!a!fixed!effect!covariate,!and!included!random!
intercepts!for!each!individual’s!series!of!contributions!(degrees!of!freedom!were!estimated!with!the!Satterthwaite!method!and!model!
based!covariances!were!used).!
2!Theses!models!are!confounded!with!the!contribution!of!the!focal!player.!
+P!Concurrent!payoffs!for!the!behaviours!shown!were!also!provided!in!these!treatments.!
!
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